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1. Introduction
Majorization is a classical subject in mathematics, a well known result related to double stochastic 
matrices and permutation matrices is revealed by Birkhoff in 1946. Optimizations related to majorization 
and its partial ordered generalization are also developed, for example, see [2] and [6]. On the other hand, 
ordered weights optimization problems, known as OWA(Ordered Weighted Average), and OM(Ordered 
Median) are researched independently ([3]). The complexes of these optimization problems vary from 
trivial case ([2]) to NP-hard ([3]) based on their structures. Our motivation is investigating the relation 
between the ordered weight problems and their underlined structures. One key factor of structure is 
symmetry. Problems related to majorization usually guarantee some symmetries, while values in 
problems titled with OWA or OM vary with permutation. The manuscript is a first step, mainly in a 
review stage and searching for possible research direction.
There are a lot of applications related to these concepts. Majorization as a Lorens curve (1906) ([5]) 
can be used as a measure of economics distribution or wealth inequality, which is also global hot topic 
now. Majorization for partial ordered sets can be applied to source allocation ([1]). OWA and OM are 
formulations for facilities allocation. Some special weights for OWA or OM are also unication description 
of fundamental statistics in data analysis, which we will mention in next section.
The manuscript is organized as follows. After basic concepts introduction in next section, in Section 
3 we treate problems related to special ordered set, principle majorization ideals ([2]). We discuss 
general ordered sets and related majorization problems in Section 4 ([1]). In final section, we show 
general ordered weighted average problems.
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x, y ∈ Rn we say that x is majorized by y, and write x  y, if
k
j=1
x[j] ≤
k
j=1
y[j] for k = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1, (2.1)
n
j=1
x[j] =
n
j=1
y[j], (2.2)
here x[j] denotes the jth largest component of x.
Given a weight w = (w1, w2, · · · , wn), data or function x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn), an OWA or
OM formulation here is deﬁned as maximization or minimization the following
n
i=1
wixi (2.3)
s.t. x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn. (2.4)
Note, let w = (1, 0, · · · , 0), or w = (1/n, 1/n, · · · , 1/n), we obtain minimum or average
of x, maximum or median of x can been done in similar ways.
3. Principle majorization ideals
Now we introduce the relation between majorization and OWA.
Let
Dn = { x ∈ Rn : x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn }.
Given a vector b ∈ Rn, a polytope majorized by b on Dn is deﬁned as
M(b) = { x ∈ Dn : x  b }. (3.1)
As indicated in [2], majorization is reﬂexive and transitive on Rn, it is also antisymmetry
on Dn. Therefore, majorization is partial ordered, or poset on Dn. And M(b) is called
principal majorization ideal.
Now, we formulate our ﬁrst OWA optimization problem
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈M(b). (3.2)
Note by deﬁnition, the above problem can also be described as
max
n
j=1
wjx[j] s. t. x ∈M(b). (3.3)
By symmetry, the above problem is equivalent to
max
n
j=1
wjx[j] s. t. x  b. (3.4)
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Given a weight w = (w1, w2, · · · , wn), data or function x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn), an OWA or
OM formulation here is deﬁned as maximization or minimization the following
n
i=1
wi i ( .3)
s.t. x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn. (2.4)
Note, let w = (1, 0, · · · , 0), or w = (1/n, 1/n, · · · , 1/n), we obtain minimum or average
of x, maximum or median of x can been done in similar ways.
3. P i cipl majorizati id als
Now we introduce the relation between majorization and OWA
Let
Dn = { x ∈ Rn : x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn }.
Given a vecto b ∈ Rn, a polytope majorized by on Dn is deﬁned as
M(b) = { ∈ Dn : x  b }. (3.1)
As indic ted in [2], majorization is reﬂexive and transitive on Rn, it is also antisymmetry
on Dn. Therefore, majoriza ion is ar ial ordered, or poset on Dn. And M(b) is called
principal majorization ideal.
Now, we formulate our ﬁrst OWA optimization problem
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈M(b). (3.2)
Note by deﬁnition, the above problem can also be described as
max
n
j=1
wjx[j] s. t. x ∈M(b). (3.3)
By s mmet y, the above problem is equivalent t
max
n
j=1
wjx[j] s. t. x  b. (3.4)
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By symmetry, the above problem is equivalent to
 (3.4)
We restrict the problem on M(b) because it is convenient when consider the structure of optimal 
solution.
The optimization problem
We restrict the problem on M(b) because it is convenient when consider the structure of
optimal solution.
The optimization proble is trivial if w is Schur-convex, i.e., wTx ≤ wTy whenever
x  y, b is an optimal solution.
Note also that optimization problem
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x  b (3.5)
can be achieved by greedy algorithm. It is also the result of submodular property ([4]). If
w1 ≥ w2 ≥ · · · ≥ wn, above problems are coincided, the solution is bπ, which is a permu-
tation of b such that b1 ≥ b2 ≥ · · · ≥ bn
G. Dahl ([2]) investigated the extreme points structure of M(b). To avoid some techni-
cals, b is assumed to satisfy b1 > b2 > · · · > bn. Note M(b) is determined by two sets of
inequalities, the majorization inequalities (2.1) and (2.2), ordered inequalities (2.4). The
elements (x1, x2, · · · , xn) of extreme point x is partitioned into some ordered blocks, blocks
are separated when majorization inequalities take equalities. Within each block, ordered
inequalities take equalities, i.e., elements in each block have same value.
The following notation is the weight averaged on a block having indexes from i to j
(1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n) of an extreme point in M(b),
wˆi,j = (1/(j − i+ 1))
j
k=i
wk
j
r=i
br. (3.6)
A dynamic programming is also given (here w are arbitrary weights, i.e., we do not need
that wi ≥ wj whenever i < j):
Dynamic Algorithm for M(b)
1. Let µ0 = 0.
2. For k = 1, 2, · · · , n calculate µk = max{µt−1 + wˆt,k : t = 1, 2, · · · , k}.
µn is the required optimization value. (The above DP is given in [2], we correct some
misprints.)
Note also that if w1 ≤ w2 ≤ · · · ≤ wn, i.e., Schur concave function, only one block, the
optimal solution is: all components are equal to 1/n
n
j=1 bj.
4. Majorization for partially ordered sets
Recently more general partially ordered sets related to maorization has been researched
([1]). We ﬁrst give the deﬁnition and review the main results.
Consider a partially set (poset) (P,≤P ) on a set wirh n elements. A linear extension of
P is a linear order ≤L (on P ) such that if i ≤P j then i ≤L j. An ideal of poset (P,≤P )
is a set I ⊆ P such that a ∈ I and b ≤P a implies b ∈ I. And a real-valued function f
deﬁned on P is P -monotone if
f(i) ≥ f(j) whenever i ≤P j. (4.1)
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2. Deﬁnitions and preliminary
We begin with two basic concepts.
For x, y ∈ Rn we say that x is majorized by y, and write x  y, if
k
j=1
x[j] ≤
k
j=1
y[j] for k = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1, (2.1)
n
j=1
x[j] =
n
j=1
y[j], (2.2)
here x[j] denotes the jth largest component of x.
Given a weight w = (w1, w2, · · · , wn), data or function x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn), an OWA or
OM formulation here is deﬁned as maximization or minimization the following
n
i=1
wixi (2.3)
s.t. x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn. (2.4)
Note, let w = (1, 0, · · · , 0), or w = (1/n, 1/n, · · · , 1/n), we obtain minimum or average
of x, maximum or median of x can been done in similar ways.
3. Principle majorization ideals
Now we introduce the relation between majorization and OWA.
Let
Dn = { x ∈ Rn : x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn }.
Given a vector b ∈ Rn, a polytope majorized by b on Dn is deﬁned as
M(b) = { x ∈ Dn : x  b }. (3.1)
As indicated in [2], majorization is reﬂexive and transitive on Rn, it is also antisymmetry
on Dn. Therefore, majorization is partial ordered, or poset on Dn. And M(b) is called
principal majorization ideal.
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A dyna ic progra mi g is also given (he e w are arbitra y weights, i.e., we do not need
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4. Majorization for partially ordered sets
Recently more general partially ordered sets related to maorization has been researched ([1]). We 
first give the definition and review the main results.
Consider a partially set (poset) (P, 
We restrict the problem on M(b) because it is convenient when consider the structure of
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are separated when majorization inequalities take equalities. Within each block, ordered
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µn is the required optimization value. (The above DP is given in [2], we correct some
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Note also that if w1 w2 · · · wn, i.e., Schur concave function, only one block, the
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4. ajorization for partially ordered sets
Recently ore general partially ordered sets related to aorization has been researched
([1]). e ﬁrst give the deﬁnition and review the ain results.
Consider a partially set (poset) (P, P ) on a set wirh n ele ents. A linear extension of
P is a linear order L (on P ) such that if i P j then i L j. An ideal f poset (P, P )
is a set I P such that a ∈ I and b P a i plies b ∈ I. And a real-valued function f
deﬁned on P is P - onotone if
f(i) f(j) whenever i P j. (4.1)
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P such that  and a implies  And a real-valued function
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equ lity when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that there exists permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
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Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
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is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
and
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f i P -majorized by g if
i∈I
f(i) ≤
i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that there exists permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): As ume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (clas ical
majorization) holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Has e diagram of P , and cor esponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare clas ical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has be n characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
 defined on P,
For two P -monotone fu c ions f and g d ﬁned n P , f is P -m jorized by if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality w e I = P . We the write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that here exists permutations π and  of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theore 4.1 ([1]) Assume that , g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. Howev r, the c nvers does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgur shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) nd g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear th t all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f  2 = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9 in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 8 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Ther fore, f  P g. Since f 
is a p rmutation of f , we also ha f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The H sse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To hav a more comprehensive understanding of P - ajoriz tion, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong co dition. If all elements ar inco parable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to m jorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP den te h s t f P -monoto e vectors in R
n a d b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
s t f P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
ma
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, t e v rtex set (4.3) has been charact rized in [1] within ach block, the value
is not imple average, also no we gh d v rage as in the c se of pri cipal majorization
4
is P- ajorized by
For wo P -mo o e unctions f n g ﬁned on P , f is P -maj r zed by g if
i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then wri e f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provid d that here exists permut tions π and π of P , uch that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
T eorem 4.1 ([1]): As ume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the c nverse does ot hold in general.
Example 4.1: Th following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the valu s of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. I is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is p rmutation of f , w also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figur 4.1. The H sse diagr m of P , and corresponding f P g
To hav a more c mprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
g ven in [1]. If P c nsi ts two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
 g, but f P g/ . Therefo , compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all el ments re nc mpa able, th n P -maj rization forces all elements
of b th functions taking same value.
N w we sh w OWA pti ization problem rel ted t majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP deno e the set f P -monotone vectors in and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ R
n
P , the
se f - on tone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = { ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider follow ng ptimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b . (4.4)
Although, the ver x s t (4.3) as been aracterized in [1], within eac block, the value
is not simple average, also no w ight d aver g s in the case of principal majorization
4
 if
 (4.2)
with equality when
We strict the problem on M(b) b ca se it is c nvenient wh n consider the structure of
optim l soluti n.
The optimization problem is trivial if w is Schur-convex, i.e., wTx ≤ wTy w never
x  y, b is an optimal solutio .
Note also that optimizatio probl m
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x  b (3.5)
can be achieved by greedy algorithm. It is also the result of submodular property ([4]). If
w1 ≥ w2 ≥ · · · ≥ wn, above problems are coincided, the solution is bπ, which is a permu-
tation of b such that b1 ≥ b2 ≥ · · · ≥ bn
G. Dahl ([2]) investigated the extreme points structure of M(b). To avoid some techni-
cals, b is assumed to satisfy b1 > b2 > · · · > bn. Note M(b) is determined by two sets of
inequalities, the majorization inequalities (2.1) and (2.2), ordered inequalities (2.4). The
ele e ts (x1, x2, · · · , xn) of xtreme point x is par i ioned into s me ordered blocks, blocks
ar separated when majorization inequalities take equalities. Within each block, orde ed
inequalities take equalities, i.e., elements in each block have same value.
The following notation is the weight averaged on a block having indexes from i to j
(1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n) of an extreme point in M(b),
wˆi,j = (1/(j − i+ 1))
j
k=i
wk
j
r=i
br. (3.6)
A dynamic programmi g is also given (her w are arbitrary weights, i.e., we do not need
that wi ≥ wj whenever i < j):
Dynamic Algorithm for M(b)
1. Let µ0 = 0.
2. For k = 1, 2, · · · , n calculate µk = max{µt−1 + wˆt,k : t = 1, 2, · · · , k}.
µn is the required optimization v lu . (T e abov DP is give in [2], we correct some
misprints.)
Note lso th t if w1 w2 ≤ · · · ≤ wn, i.e., Schur concave function, only one block, the
optimal s lution is: all components are equal to 1/n
n
j=1 bj.
4. Majorization for partially ordered sets
Recently more general partially ordered sets related to maorization has been researched
([1]). We ﬁrst give the deﬁnition and review the main results.
Consider a partially set (poset) (P,≤P ) on a set wirh n elements. A linear extension of
P is a linear order ≤L (on P ) such that if i ≤P j then i ≤L j. An ideal of poset (P,≤P )
is a set I ⊆ P such that a ∈ I and b ≤P a implies b ∈ I. And a real-valued function f
deﬁned on P is P -monotone if
f(i) ≥ f(j) whenever i ≤P j. (4.1)
3
= P. We then write
For wo P -mono one func ions f and g deﬁne o P , f is P -maj d by g if

i∈I
(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then wri e f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that there exists permutations π a d π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 0 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corr sponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P - onoto e vectors in R
n a d b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
We should point out that
For two P -monot e function f nd g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with quality when I = . We then write f P g. We should poi t out that f P g,
provided that there exist permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): A sume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgur shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. A the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear hat all f ,  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 8 + 10 ≤ 1 , 10 + 8 + + 1 = 0 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figur 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive u derstanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P co sists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . The efore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP d note the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -mon ton vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in he case of principal majorization
4
, provided that 
t ere exists permutations πand π' of P such that
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁ ed on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point t that f P g,
provided that there exists permutations π a d π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure ows an example with p s t P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehen ive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elem ts, and l t f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Ther fore, compare classic l majorization, P -majoriz tion is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , b ) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
 here
F r two P -m otone functions f a d g deﬁned on P , f is P - ajorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤
i∈I
g( ) f r i eal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
ith equality wh n I = P . e e . e should point ou that f P g,
provide hat here xist permut tio  f , such t at fπ P gπ , h re fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the c nverse does ot hold in general.
Example 4.1: The f llowi g ﬁgure shows an exampl with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) an g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f ( ) f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
8 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 0 + 8 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permut ti n of f , we also have f P g. By above th orem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehe sive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists tw incomparabl eleme ts, a d let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
 g, but f P g/ . Therefor , omp r cl ssical m jorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all ele ents ar incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majo iz tion for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that re P -majorizated by b i [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider followi g optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex s t (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no w ighted av rage as in the case of princ pal majorization
4
is the composition
For two P -monoton functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that there exists permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
compositio f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume th t f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
stro g condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
Theorem 4.1([1]): Assume that 
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that there exists perm tations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here π is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse d agram of P , and corresponding f P g
T have a m comp e ensiv und rstanding of P -m joriz tion, a s mple example is
given in [1]. If P c sists two incomparable elements, and l t f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compar classical majorization, -majorization is much
strong condition. If all elements are incompara le, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimizatio problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Althou h, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
,
For two P -monotone functions f and g eﬁn d on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) fo ach ideal I i (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out tha g,
provided tha there xists permutations π nd π of P , such tha π P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theor m 4.1 ([ ]): Assume that f, g : P → R sati fy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorizat on) holds. However, the converse does not h ld in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁ ure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f (= fπ) and g are deﬁn d as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear tha all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f ( ) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 10 ≤ 10 + 9 10, + 8 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 10 + . Therefo , f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above th orem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figur 4.1. Th Hasse diagram of P , and correspo di g f P g
To have a m re comprehensiv under ta di g of P -majorizat on, a simple example
given in [1]. If P consist two i co parable e ments, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Th n
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefo , compare classical majorizat on, P -majorizat on is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorizat on f rces all elements
of b th functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimizat on problem relat d to majorizat on f r parti lly ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors tha are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimizat o problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, t e vertex s t (4.3) has been characteriz d in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also n weighted average as in the case of principal majorizat on
4
: P → R, satisfy
For tw P -monoton functions f and g deﬁned n P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for ach ideal I in (P,≤P (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We th n write P g. We s ould point out that f P g,
provid d that there exists permutations π and π of suc that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theor 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) olds. How ver, t e converse does not hold in gen ral.
Example 4.1: The f llowi g ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 2 1 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) a d g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 9 0, 10 8 10 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. Th H sse di gram f P , and c rresponding f P g
To have mor comp ehe sive unders anding of P - ajorizat on, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparabl element , and let = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, c mpare classic l majorization, -majorization is much
strong condi ion. If all elemen s are i comparable, then P -m joriza ion forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimiz ion pr blem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP de e the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1 b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, et us c ns der following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Al hough, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simpl averag , lso no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
 Then
For two P -m otone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f )

i∈I
g(j) for each ide I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
wi equality wh n I = P . We th n wri e f P g. We should point o t that f P g,
provid d th t there ex sts permu ati ns π and π of P , su h that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R ati fy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) h lds. Howev r, th converse oes ot hold in general.
Example 4.1: The follo i g ﬁgure sho s an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
F gur 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g ar m notone. Also f  ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g( ) g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 8 + 10 ≤ , 1 + 8 + 10 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
s a permutatio of f , we also have f P g. By bove th orem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. Th H sse diagram of P , and correspond ng f P g
To have m r c mprehensive under tanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given i [1]. If P con ists wo inco parable e ments, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  , but f  g/ . The fore, compare class cal majorization, P -majorization is much
trong nditio . If all elements are incomp rabl , then P -majorization forces all elements
f both functions taking same value.
N w we show OWA ptimization pr ble related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Le RnP den te the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone v ctor that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us co sid r follow ng optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the v tex s t (4.3) has b n characterized in [1], within ach block, the value
is not simpl v r ge, also no weighted average as in the c se of p ncipal majorization
4
F r two P -mo t ne unctions f nd g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if
i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for ach idea I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with quali y when I = P . W the wri e f P g. W sh ld point out ha f P g,
provided that h r xist permut ions and π of P , uc th t fπ P gπ , h fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
T eorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R s tisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
maj rization) hold . Howe , th converse oes not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P , 1 ≤P , 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the valu s of f (= fπ) and g re deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1 It is c ear that all f , f  and g are monot ne. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Ther fore, f  P g. Since f 
is permuta ion f f , we als have f P g. By above t or , we h ve   g and f  g.
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Figu e 4.1 The Hasse dia r m of P , a corresponding f P g
T ha mo comprehensiv understa d ng of P -major zation, simple xample is
g ven in [1]. If P co sist two incompar ble l ments, a d et f = (1, ), g = (2, 0). Then
f g, but f P g/ . Ther fore, co pare classical ajorization, P -majorization is much
s ro g condition. If all l ents are i compa bl , th P -majorization forces all el ments
of both fu ctions taking same value.
N w we show OWA opti problem relate o majoriza on for partially order d
sets.
Let RnP den e the set f P -monot e vectors in
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set f - on ne vectors that are P -major zated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
N w, l t us c nsider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4. )
Although, the vertex set (4.3) as been ar cterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no wei hted aver ge s in the ase of principal majorization
4
 (classical majorizatio ) 
holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following figure shows an examaple with poset P={1, 2, 3, 4}, and 1
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
wi h equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that th re exists permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
aj rization) h lds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. A d the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It i clear th t all f , f  nd g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
0 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a p rmutation of f , we also have f P g. By above t eorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable ele ents, nd let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorizatio is much
s rong condition. If all elements are incomparable, the P -majorization forces all elements
of both functio s taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
L t RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
2, 1
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for ch deal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
w th equality when I = P . We th n write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that there exists permutations π and π of P , such t t π P gπ , here fπ is the
compositi f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
m j rization) h lds. However, the conv rse does not old in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an xample with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that ll f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ 1 + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 9 + 0, 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
i a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By ab v theorem, we have   g and f  g.
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F gure 4.1. The Hasse iagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more compr he sive u erstanding of P -majorization, a simple xample is
given in [1]. If P consists two i comparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, comp re classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomp rable, then P -m jorization forc s all elements
o b h functio s t ki g a e value.
N w e show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote he set f P -monotone vectors i R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set f P -monotone vectors that are P -m jorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider follow ng optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, he vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], wit in each block, the value
is not simple aver ge, also no weighted average as in t e case of principal majorization
4
3, 
2
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out that P g,
provided that there exists permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majoriz ion) holds. However, the converse does not hold in ge er .
Example 4. : The following ﬁgure shows an xample with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And th values of f (= fπ) and g are d ﬁ ed as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  nd g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 0 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefor , f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have P g. By bove o m, we h ve   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. he Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consist t o incomparable elements, and le f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classic l m joriz tion, P -majo ization is much
s rong d tion. If all l m nts are incomparable th n P -majorizatio forces all elements
b h fu cti s taking a e valu .
Now e show OWA opt iza io problem r ated m joriza ion for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP de ote the set of P -mo oton v c o s R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RP , th
se of P -mo one vectors that re P -majorizat d by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
ax
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has een characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
4, 3
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for ch ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We sh uld point out that f P g,
provided that there exists permutations and π of P , such that f P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) olds. However, the conv rse does not hold in general.
Example 4. : The following ﬁgure shows an xample with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And th v lue of f f (= fπ) nd g ar deﬁned s in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  nd g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the s me way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f   g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we al o have f P g. By ab theor m, we h ve f   and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The H sse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To ha e a more comprehe sive understanding of P -majoriz tion, a simple xample is
given in [1]. If P consists wo i compa abl el ments, n le f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, bu f P g/ . Therefore, c mpar cl ssical majoriz t on, P - ajorization is much
r ng co diti . If all elem nts re inc mpara le, hen P -majorization forces all elements
bot f tio s t ki g same valu .
Now sh w OWA ptimiza ion proble el ted t ajoriz tion for partially ordered
s ts.
Let RnP den t the se P -mono one v ct rs i R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RP , the
set f P -m noto e vectors that re P -m jorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider foll wing optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
jxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, he v rtex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], wit in each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
4. And the values of
For two P -monoto e functions f and g deﬁned o P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for ach id al I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with quali y whe I = P . We t n writ f P g. W should p int ou that f P ,
provided that there exists p rmutations π π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4. ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
maj rization) hold . However, the con rse does not hold in gene al.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  nd g a e mo oton . Al (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we als have f P g. By above the rem, w h ve f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive unde standing of P -majoriza ion, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorizatio is much
strong condition. If all el ments are incompa able, then P -majo ization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP de ote the set of P -mo otone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
,
For two P -monotone functi ns f and g deﬁned P , is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . W then writ f P g. e s ould poi t ou that f P g,
provided that there exists permuta ions π and π of P , uch hat fπ P gπ , here fπ is e
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (cl ssical
maj rization) holds. However, t e c verse does not hold in ge eral.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And th val es of (= fπ) and g ar deﬁn d as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear hat all f , f  and g re monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g 9, in the same way, 10 + ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 0, 10 + 8 + 10 + = 10 + 9 + 0 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By abo e th or m, we hav   nd f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive und rsta ding of P - jorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two inc mpar ble elements, and l t f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). The
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore compar cl s cal majoriz ti n P - j rizatio is uch
strong condition. If all elements are i co par ble, th n P - ajoriz tion force ll le ts
of both f ncti ns taki g same valu .
Now w show OWA optimization pr bl m rel ted to aj ri ti fo parti lly or d
sets.
Let RnP den te the set of P -mon to e vector i R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monoto e ve t rs that re P -majoriz ted by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following op imization p b ems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj . t. x ∈ PM(b). (4 4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been c aracterized in [1], wi in e ch block, the value
is not simple average, also weight d average a in the case of principal majorization
4
and
For two P -monoton func io s f and g d ﬁned on , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality n I = P . W hen write P g. W s ould point out that f P ,
provided that there xists per utati s π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f g (classical
majorization) h lds. How ver, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example wi h poset P = {1 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f (= fπ) and g are deﬁ ed as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g re monot e. Also f (1) = 0 ≤ (1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ (1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefor , f  P g. Since f 
is a permutat o of f , w also h ve f P g. By abov theorem, w hav f   g a d  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and correspondin f P g
To hav a ore compre ensiv u erstanding of P -majorizat on, simpl example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, a d let f = (1, 1) g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -major zation is much
strong condition. If all eleme ts ar inc mparable, hen P -majorization forc s all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization p oblem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monoto e vectors in R
n and = (b1 2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vec ors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ Rn : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
s not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
 are fined as in Fi ure 4.1. It is clear that ll
For two P -mo otone fu cti f and g d ﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then wr te f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided tha here exists permutations π nd π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ .
Theo em 4.1 ([1]): A sume that , g : P → R satisfy f P g. Th n f  g (classical
majorization) h l s. However, he converse does not hold in general.
Exampl 4.1: T e foll wing ﬁgure ows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. A t e lues of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is cle r tha all f , f  and g ar monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) f (2) = 8 ≤ g(1) + (2) = 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
1 ≤ 10 + 9 10, 8 + 10 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 0 There ore, f  P g. Since f 
is a per ut tion of , we also ha e f P g. By bove th orem, we have f   g and f  g.
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F gure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To ve more compr hensiv underst ndi g of P - ajorization, a simple example is
giv in [1]. If P consists two incompar bl lements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
 g, but f P g/ . Therefore, c mp re clas c l major zation, P -majorization is much
strong cond tio . I all elements are incompar l , then P -majorization forces all elements
of b th functions taki s e v lue.
Now we sh OWA o timiz ti pr blem rela ed to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote th s f P -monoton v ctors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
se of P - onot ne vectors hat are P - ajorizated by b is [1],
PM(b = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
N w, let us consider foll wing ptimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Alt ough, the vertex set (4.3) has bee characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple , also no we g ted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
and
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P - ajo ze by if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f  g. We should oi t out that P g,
provided that there exists permutations π and π of P , such that π P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 9, in th same way, 10 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefo e, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have  g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and c rr pondi g f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a si le example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefor , compare classical majorization, P -majorizati n is ch
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, the P - ajorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], withi each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
 are monotone. Als
For tw P -mon to f nction f and g deﬁned on P , is -m jo ized by if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality hen I = P . e then write f P g. We should point ut that f P g,
provided that th re exists perm ta ions π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here π is the
composition f ◦ π.
Th orem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. T n f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the conv se does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, a d
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Ther f r , f  P . Since 
is a permutation of f , we also av f P g. By abov th ore , we have f   g nd f  g.
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Fi ure 4.1. Th Hass diagram of P , a d correspo ding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple e ample is
given i [1]. If P consists two i comparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical maj rization, P -m jorizatio is much
stro g condition. If all eleme ts are incomparable, then P - ajorization forces all elements
of both f nctions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vec ors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
M(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider f llowing optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], withi each block, the value
is not simple average, also o w ight d average s in the case of principal majorization
4
'(1)=10
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f g. We s ould point out that f P g,
provided that there exists permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Ex mpl .1: The following ﬁ ure shows a exampl with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And th values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. I is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) f (2) 10 8 ≤ g(1) g(2) = 10 + 9, in he same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
i a pe mutatio of , we also have f P g. By ab ve theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. T Ha se diagram of P , nd cor esponding f P g
To have a ore comprehe sive unde st n ing of P -majorizatio , a simple example is
given in [1]. If consists two inco parable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . T erefore, co pare classica ajorization, P -majorization is much
tr ng ndition. If all le ents are inco p rable, th P - ajorization forces all elements
of b th funct ns taking sa e value.
Now we sh w OWA o timization problem related to ajorization for partially ordered
s ts.
Le RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
se of P - onotone v ctors hat are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, t e vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], withi each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
For two P -monoton functions f nd g ﬁ ed n , P -m jorized by if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . W th n wri e f P g. We should point out hat f P g,
provided hat th re exists p rmut tions π and π f P , such hat π P gπ , here π is the
composition f ◦ π.
Th orem 4. ([1]): Assum that f, g : P → R atisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
major zation) holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: Th followin ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g ar d ﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear hat all f , f  and g are monoto e. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) f (2) = 10 8 ≤ g(1) g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same w y, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 8 + 10 ≤ 10 9 + , 10 8 + 10 + = 10 9 + 10 + 0. Th r fore, f  P g. Si ce f 
is a p rmuta i n of f , w also have f P g. By bov theorem, we have f   g nd f  g.
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Fig re 4.1. The Hasse di gram f P , a d c rrespo di g f P g
To have a more comprehensive understa ding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P con ists two incomparab elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). The
 g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical ajorizati , P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all el ments re ncomparable, th n P -majorizati n forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA opti ization problem r lated t majorization for p rtially o dered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors i R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
se of P -monotone vectors hat are P -majorizated y b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b . (4.4)
Althoug , the ver x s t (4.3) has been charact rized i [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, als no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
(1)= 0,
F r two -mono one fu ctio f a d g deﬁ ed n P , i P -m joriz d by g if

i∈I
(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
ith equality wh I = . We then writ f P g. We s ould point out that f P g,
provid d that there exist permutations and π of P , suc that fπ P gπ , here fπ is he
composition f ◦ π.
The re 4.1 ([1]): Assum that f, g : P → R satis y f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) olds. How ver, the converse does ot hold in general.
Example 4.1: T e following ﬁgure s ows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 2 1 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤ 4. And the values of f f ( fπ) an g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is cle r that all f , f  a d g are monotone. Also f (1) 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f ( ) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) g(2) 10 9, i he s me way, + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
+ 8 10 ≤ 10 + 9 0, 0 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation f , we lso have f P g. By b ve th orem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse ia a f P , and corresponding f P g
To have a ore comprehe sive understandi g of P - ajorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . The fore, compare class cal aj rization, P -majorization is much
strong condi io . If all ele ents ar i comp rable, then P -m jorizatio forces all elements
f both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimiz ion problem related to majoriz tion for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP de ote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that r P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us c ns der following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex s t (4.3) as be n characterized in [1], withi ach block, the value
is not simple aver g , also o weighted av rage as i the c se of pr ncipal majorization
4
'(1)+
For tw P -mo tone functi s f nd g deﬁn on , is P -m jor ze by g i

i∈I
f( ) ≤

i∈I
g j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality w n I = . We then write P g. We s uld poin out that P g,
provided here xists permutat o s nd π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
comp sitio f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (c assical
maj izat on) h lds However, h conver e does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: T e followi g ﬁgure sh ws an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And th v lues of f f (= fπ) nd g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is cle that all f , f  nd g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 0,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the s m way, 10 + ≤ 10 + 10,
10 8 + 1 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0 There ore, f  P g. Since f 
is permut tion of f , w al o have f P g. By bov the em, we have f   g and f  g.
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Fi u e 4.1. Th H ss diagram P , and c rresponding f P g
To a e a more comprehensive underst ndi g of P -m j riz tion, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two inco parabl elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Th r fore, co p re c assica aj r zation, P -maj rization is much
strong conditi n. If all e ments ar incompar ble, then P -maj rization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now e sh w OWA o mizati n p ob em related to maj rization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP de ot the set of P -monoton vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
se of P -monotone vectors hat are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
N w, let us cons der foll wing op mization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, th vertex set (4.3) as been char terized in [1], within each block, the value
i not simple average, also no weig ted average as in the case of principal maj rization
4
'(2)=10+8
For two P -monotone fu ctions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality wh n I = P . then write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided hat there exists permuta ions π and π of P , such t at fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorizati ) holds. However, the co verse does not hold in general.
Exampl 4.1: Th following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤ 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is cl ar t at all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f ( ) + f ( ) 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a p utatio of f , we also hav f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Fi ure 4.1. The Hass diagra of P , and corresponding f P g
To h ve a m re comp ehensive un erstanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g but f P g/ . Th refore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
s r g condi i . If ll leme ts ar incomparable, then P - ajorization forces all elements
f oth fu c ions taking same value.
Now we sh w OWA ptimizati n problem elated to majo ization for partially ordered
s ts.
Let RnP de ote the et of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
et of P -mon tone vectors that a e P -maj rizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, le us c sider fo lowing op imization proble s.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b) (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been ch racterized in [1], within each block, the value
is t simpl average, al o no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
F r two P - n to e fu cti n f nd g eﬁ ed on P , f is -majorized by g if
i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with quality wh n I = . t en write f P g. W sh ld point ou that f P g,
provided t th re exists permu i ns π and π of P suc t at fπ P gπ , here π is the
composition f ◦ π.
T eor m 4.1 ([1]): Assume th t f, g : P → R satis y f P g. Then f  g ( lassical
m j rizati ) hold . Howe , th co verse es not ho d in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows n example with poset P = {1, 2 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P , 1 ≤P , 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the valu s of f (= fπ) and g re deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is c e r that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f ( ) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f ( ) 8 g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in th s e w y, ≤ + ,
8 + ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 0 + 1 10 + 9 10 + . ere ore, f  P g. Since f 
is p mutation f f , we ls v f P g. By ab ve eorem, w have   g and f  g.
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Fi ure 4.1. The Hasse ia ram f P , a corresponding f P g
T hav a m re compreh nsive understanding of P -majorization, simple example is
give in [1]. If P co sists two incomparable eleme ts, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f g bu f P g/ . Theref re, comp re lassical m jorization, P -m jorization is much
s r g condition. If ll lem ts are incompa able, then P - jorization force all elements
of both fu ctions taking same value.
N w we sh w OWA opti iza n problem elated o m jo iza on for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP de e the et f P -monoto e vectors in
n and = (b1, b2, · · · , b ) ∈ RnP , the
et f P - on tone vectors that are P -m jor zated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
N w, l u consider fo lowing optimizati n problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b) (4.4)
Although, t vertex set (4.3) has been racterized in [1], within each block, the value
is t simpl aver ge, al o no wei ht d aver ge as in th ase of rincipal m jorization
4
(1)+
F r w P -m no e fu c ion f an g deﬁned on P , is P -majorized by g if
i∈I
f i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equal y when I = . We t en write f P g. We shoul p int ou that f P g,
pr vid d at there exist permu ation π and π o P , such that fπ P gπ here π is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): A sume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (cl ssical
majoriz tion) holds. How ver, the converse d es not hold in general.
Example 4.1: Th fol owing ﬁgure ho s an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figu e 4. . It is cle r that all f , a d g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f  1 + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 8 10 ≤ , 1 + 8 0 + = 10 + 9 + 0. There ore, f  P g. Since f 
is a per ut tion of , we als have f P g. By b ve theore , w have f  g and f  g.
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Figur 4.1. The Hasse diagram f P and corresp di g f P g
T have m r co preh n ve u erstanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
g ven in [ ]. If P co sists tw incomp rabl elem nts, a d let f (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but P g/ . Th ef , comp l ss c l , P - ajorization is much
tr g conditi n. If a l elements re incomparable, hen P -maj izati forc s all eleme ts
of both fu ctio s taking same value.
Now we show OWA ptimization problem related to m j iz tion for partially ordered
sets.
L RnP d note the s t of P -mon tone vectors in R
n and = ( 1, b2, · · · bn) ∈ RnP , t e
s t of P -mon to vectors th a e P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = { ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let u cons d r foll wing ptimizati n problems.
max
n
j=1
wj j s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Alt ough, th vertex set (4.3) s be cha acterized in [1], wi in each block, the value
s not simple av r ge, also no w ighted aver g as n h case f princip l majorization
4
(2)=10+9, in the sam  way, 
10+10
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i I
g(j) for each ideal I i (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that there exists permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
c mposition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1] : Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the conv r e do s ot hold in gen al.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, a
≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f ( fπ) and g are deﬁned as i
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) f (2) = 10 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 9, i the same way, 10 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore,  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The H ss diagr m of P , and corresponding f P
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable lements, and let f = (1, 1), g = ( , 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P - ajorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimiz ti n problem rel ted to majo ization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP d note the set of P - otone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · bn) ∈ RnP , the
se of P - onotone v ctor th t are -majoriza ed by b is [1],
PM( ) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consi er following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj . t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
s not mple average, also no w ighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
10+10, 10+8+10
F wo P -m otone functions f a d g deﬁ ed on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for eac ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
ith equality wh n I = P . We then writ f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provid d that there exist permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
compo ition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): As u th t f, g : P → R s ti fy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. H ver, the converse doe ot hold in g neral.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an exa ple with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f ( fπ) an g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear th t all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f ( ) + f (2) = 1 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 10,
8 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 0 + 8 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. erefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permut ti n of f , we also ha e f P g. By above th orem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P - ajorizatio , a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consi ts two inc mparable elemen s, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare class cal majorization, P -majorization is much
strong conditio . If all ele ents ar incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
f both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majo iz tion for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote he set of P -monotone vectors in R
n a d b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monot ne vectors that r P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM( ) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, l t us consider f llowi o ti zation p oblems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex s t (4.3) has be n characterized in [1], within ac block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted av rage as in the c se of princ pal majorization
4
10+9+10, 10+8+10+1=10+9+10+0. Therefor , 
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁ d on P , f is P -maj rized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) or e ch ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out t a f P g,
provided tha there exists per utations π and π of P , such t a fπ P gπ , ere fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theor m 4. ([1]): Assume tha f, : P → R sati fy f P g. Th n f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, t e convers do s not hold in g neral.
Exampl 4.1: The foll i g ﬁ ure shows a ex mple with poset P = {1, 2, , 4} and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 4 3 4. nd the values of f  = π) and g are d ﬁn d as in
Fi ure 4.1. It is clear tha all f , f  nd g are monotone. Also f ( ) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 1 g(1) + g(2) 10 + 9, in t sam way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 ,
10 + 8 10 ≤ 10 + 9 10, + 8 10 = 10 + 9 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation f f , we also have P g. By above theor m, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figu 4.1. T H sse diagr m of P , an corresp ndi g f P g
To have a more comprehensive understandi g of P -majorization, a simpl example is
given in [1]. If P consist two inco parable e ments, and let f (1, 1), g (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefo e, co pare classical ajorizati , P - ajorization is uch
stro g condition. If all elemen s are inc mparable, th P -majorization forces ll el ments
of both f nctions taking same value.
Now we show OWA pti ization proble rel ed to maj ization for parti lly orde ed
sets.
Le RnP denote the set f P -monotone vectors in R
n and = (b1, 2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -mon tone vectors tha re P -majorizated by is [1],
PM( ) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, et u consid r fol owing pt mization pr lems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, t e vertex set (4.3) has been cha cteriz d in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also n weight d average as in the case of pri cipal majorization
4
For two P -monotone fu ctions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -m joriz d by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
(j) for each ide l I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write P g. We s ould point out th t f P g,
provided th t ere xists permut tions π π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
The rem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that , g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. Howev r, the c nverse does not hold in gener l.
Example 4. : The following ﬁgure shows a example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. An the values of f f ( fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear t at all f , f  and g are mo otone. Also f ( ) = 10 ≤ g( ) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 1 ≤ + 9+ 10, + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Fig re 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
T have a m re compre e sive understandi g of P -m jorization, a simple example is
give in [1]. If P consists two inco ara le ele ents, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, t f P g/ . T refore, compar lassi a majorization, P - ajorization is much
stro g co ition. If all ele e s re inc mpar l , the - ajorization forces all elements
of both functions taking sa e value.
Now we show OWA o ti izatio ro le related to ajorization for partially ordered
sets.
L t RnP denote th set of P -monotone vectors in R
n nd b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
 Sinc
F r two P -mo otone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for ach ideal I i (P,≤P ) (4.2)
wit equ lity w I . We t en writ P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided th t there xists permutati ns π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. H w ver, th converse does ot hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following g re shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P , 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 P 4. nd the values of f f ( fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
F gur 4.1. It is clear t at all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f  ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) f (2) = 10 8 ≤ g( ) g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ + 9+ 10, + 8 + 10 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
s a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
T have a m re c mprehensive u erstandi g of P -majorization, a simple example is
give i [1]. If P consists two inco para le e ments, a d let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  , but f P g/ . T fore, co ar l s cal major zati n, P -majoriz tion is much
st on ditio . If all el me ts re i c mp ra le, then P -majoriz tion forces all elements
f both fu ctions taking same value.
Now we show OWA opti ization proble related to majorization for partially ordered
sets
Let RnP d note the set of P -mo o one vect rs in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone v ctors that re P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us co sider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has be characterized in [1], within ach block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the c se of p ncipal majorization
4
' is a permut ti  
of
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -maj rized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that there exists permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here π is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the conv rse d es not hold in genera .
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are d ﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Sinc f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of -majoriz ti , a simple exa ple s
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable lemen s, and et f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare cla sic l maj riz tion, P -m j riz t is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majo ization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized i [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
, we also hav  
F r two P -monotone functions f a d g deﬁne n P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i)

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in ( ,≤P ) (4.2)
ith equality wh n I = P . We then writ f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provid d that there exist permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume t at f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. How ver, the co ve s d es ot old in ge r l.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example wit pose P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) an g are deﬁned as n
Figur 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f ( ) f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
8 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 0 + 8 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Theref re, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above th or m, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To hav a m re compr hensive understandi g of P -majorization, simpl example is
given in [1]. If P c nsists wo incomparable elemen s and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Th fo e, compar class cal m j riz t , P - aj r z tion s uch
strong conditio . If all ele ents ar incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
f both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem r lat d to majoriz tion for p r ially ordere
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , b ) ∈ RnP , he
set of P -monotone v ctors that r P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex s t (4.3) has be n characterized i [1], within ach block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted av rage as in the c se of principal majorization
4
 By ab v  theorem,  have 
For tw P -mon to e functions and g eﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) f r each ideal I i (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equ lity when I = P . We then writ P g. We should p i t out that f P g,
provided that ere exists permutation π nd π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
The re 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R s ti fy f P g. The f  g (classical
aj rization) h lds. However, th co v rse do s not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows a example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And th values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that a l f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = + 9, in the sa e way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 0 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. T erefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above th ore , we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
T have more compreh nsiv unders anding of P -m jorizat on, a simple example is
giv in [1]. If P co sists two incomparable elements, a d let f = ( , 1), g = (2, 0). Th n
f  g, but f P/ . Th fore, c mpare cl ssical m joriz t n, -majorization s much
strong condition. If ll ele ent re comparab e, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now w show OWA optimization pro l m re ated to majorization for partially ord red
set .
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone v ctors n R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , he
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, le us consider follo ing optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Althoug , the vert x set (4.3) as been charac erized in [1], within each block, the value
is no simple av rage, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
F r two P -m noto e functions f d g deﬁned n P , f is -majorized by g if

i∈I
f( ) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for ach id al I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
wi equali y when I = P . We then rite f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided th t there exist permu ations π and π of , such that fπ P gπ , h re fπ is th
c mposi ion f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): A sume th t f, g : P → R sati fy f P g. Then f  g (classical
m jorization) holds. H ever, the co ver e do s o hold in gen r l.
Example 4.1: The fol owing ﬁgure shows a exa ple with poset P = { , 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f ,  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ (1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, i the same way 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
8 ≤ , 1 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of , we lso have f P g. By above theo em, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have more co p si u der t nding of P - ajorization, a simple example is
giv n in [1]. If P consi wo incomparabl elem ts, nd l t f = (1, 1), g = (2 0). Then
f  g, b t f P g/ . Th efor c mp re lass cal jorizati , - jorization is much
trong dition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
N w we show OWA ptimization probl m r l t to majorization for p rtially ordered
se s.
Let nP d note the set of P - onotone vectors in R
n an b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , th
set of P - onotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
N w, let us consid r following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the v tex set (4.3) has b n characterized in [1], wit in each block, the value
is not s mple verage, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
 and 
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for ac ide l I i (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We th n writ f P g. W s ould point out t at f g,
pr vided hat there exists permuta ions π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
c mposition f ◦ π.
The em 4.1 ([ ]): Assume that f, : → R satisfy f P g. Then g (cl ssical
majoriz tion) holds. However, the conve se do n t h ld i g eral.
Example 4.1: The followi g ﬁgure shows an example with po et = {1, 2, 3, 4}, nd
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And t values of f f (= fπ) g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4. . I is cl ar hat all f , f  a d are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 g(1) = 10,
f (1) + (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g( ) g(2) 10 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Ther fore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a ore comprehe sive unde standing of P -majorization, simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incompar ble el ments, nd let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). T en
f  g, but f P g/ . Theref re, compare cl ssical majorization, P -majorization is uch
strong condition. If ll elements are i comparable, then P -majorizatio forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA opti ization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP de ote he set f P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , n) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
N w, let us co sider f lowi g optimization proble s.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the ver ex set (4.3) has be n cha cteriz in [1], within each block, the v lue
is not sim le average, als no weighted aver ge as in the case of principal majorization
4
F r two - on to e functions f a d g deﬁned o P , f is -majorized by g if
i∈I
f i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
wit qu lit when I = P . W then write P g. We s ld point out that f P g,
provid d that here exists permutations π and π of P , such t at fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
maj riz tion) hold . Ho e , th co vers o s n ho d in general.
Exam l 4.1: T e following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, an
1 ≤P , 1 ≤P , 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g e deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is c ear th t all f f  and g ar monotone. Also f (1) = 10 g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) g(2) 10 9, in the same way, ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we lso have f P g. By above t e rem, we have  g and f  g.
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Fig r 4.1. The Hasse diagra of , a corresponding f P g
T have a m r compre iv u derstanding of P -majorization, simple example is
given in [1]. If P o si ts two incompa able e em nts, d let f (1, 1), g = (2, 0). T en
f , but f P g/ . Therefore, c m re cl ss l joriz n, P -majorization is much
st ong cond tion. If all el en s are incomparable, then P -maj ization forc s all elements
of both fu ctions taking same value.
Now we sh w OWA ptimization p obl m related o maj iz on for parti lly ordered
sets.
Le RnP den te he set f P -mon to e vectors in R
n and b = ( 1, b2, · · · bn) ∈ RnP , the
et f P -mon tone vectors that a e P -major zated by b is [1],
PM(b) = { ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
N w, l t us cons der following ptimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wj j s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) s be n characterized i [1], within each block, the value
is not simple aver ge, also o w i hted average as in the ase of princ p l majorization
4
For tw P -mo o one functions f a d g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if
i∈I
f i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) f r each ideal I (P,≤P ) (4.2)
w h eq ality when I = P . We he write f P g. We should p in out that f P g,
provid d that ther exis s permut ti ns π and π of P , such that fπ  g  , her fπ is the
co p sitio ◦ π.
Theor m 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, : P → R satisfy f P g. The f  g (classical
m j rizati n) h s. H eve , t c nver e d s not hol in gen ral.
Ex mpl 4.1: The ollowing ﬁgure shows xam le with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, a d
2, 1 3, 2 , 3 ≤P 4. A the values o f (= fπ) a d g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that ll f , f  and g ar mo tone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) f (2) = 10 8 g(1) g(2) = 10 9, in th s me way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
1 + 8 10 ≤ + 9 10, 8 + 1 = 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is permutation of als hav f P g. By above th ore , we have f  and f  g.
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Figur 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
T h ve a or comp eh n ve u erst d ng f P -majorization, a si example is
given in [1]. If onsi ts two inco arabl e m n s, and let f (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  , but f P/ . There re, om e l s c l majorizati n, P -majorization is much
strong co di i . If all e em ts ar inco parable, then P -maj ization forc s all elements
of both functions taking same value.
N w sho OWA ptimiz tio problem lated to maj iz tion for partially ordered
sets.
Le RnP denote the set f P -mon tone vectors in R
n nd b = ( 1, b2, · · bn) ∈ RnP , the
set f P -mon tone vectors that a e P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = { ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
No , let us cons der f llowing ptimization problems.
ma
n
j=1
wj j s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, th vertex set (4.3) s be ch racterized i [1], within eac block, the value
is not imple v rage, als no w ighted average as in the case of princ p l majorization
4
To ha  a more compreh nsive unde standing f P-majorization,  si ple example is given in [1]. If 
P consists o inc mpa a  elem nts, and let
For two -monotone functions f and g deﬁ ed on P , f is P -majorized by g i

i∈I
f i

i∈I
g(j) f r ea h ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
ith equali y when I = P . We th n writ f P g. W sh uld p int out th P g,
provided that there xists p rmutati ns π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , her fπ is th
c p sition ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f g : P → R atisfy f P g. Th n f  g (class cal
majorization) holds. Howev r, the converse does n t hold in general.
Example 4.1: The follow ng ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤ 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the v lues of f (= fπ) nd g e deﬁ ed in
F g re 4.1. It is clear hat all f f  and g ar o oton . Also f (1) = 0 ≤ g ) 10,
(1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ (1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the s e way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Ther fore, f  P g. Si c f 
is a permut tion f f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
= (1; 1);
For two P -m notone functions f and g eﬁned on P , f is P -maj rized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P ≤P ) (4.2)
with equal ty whe I = P . We e w te f P g. We s oul point ut that P g,
provi ed th t here exists p rmut tions π a d π f , suc th t fπ  gπ , here fπ is t e
compo i i n ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R s tis y f P g. The f  g (cla sical
majorization) h lds. ow ver, the converse does not ol in g ne al.
Ex mple 4.1: T e f llowing ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤ 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. A the values of f  = π) a d g are d ﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. I i cle r th t all , f  and g e oto e. Also f (1) 10 ≤ ( = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in he same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Theref e,   g. Si ce f 
is a per ta ion of f , we al o h ve f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure .1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more compr hensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
give in [1]. If P consis s two incomparable el ments, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all el ments are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all el ments
of both functions taking same value.
No we show OWA opt mization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
ets.
Let RnP deno e th set of P -m notone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -m noton vectors th t are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider f llowing opt mization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, th v rtex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], w thin each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
 = (2; 0). Then
For two P -monoto functions f and g d ﬁn on P , f is P - i e by g if

i∈I
f( ) ≤

i∈I
g j) for each ideal I in P,≤P (4.2)
wit equa i y hen I . W th n write f P g. We sh uld poin ut that f P g,
provid d that there exists per ut tio s π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ here fπ is the
comp iti n f ◦ π.
Theor m 4.1 ([1]): Assu e that f, g : P → R s tisfy f P g. T en f  g (classical
m jo ization) h lds. Howeve , co verse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The followin ﬁgure s ws an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) d g are deﬁned as in
F gur 4.1. I is that all f f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, n the same w y 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Th refor , f  P g. Si ce f 
is a permut tion of f , we also have f P g. By a ove theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figu e 4.1. The Hasse diagram o P , and corresponding f P g
To have a mor comprehensive understanding of P -m jorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incompara le ele ents, and let f = 1, 1 , g = 2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, c mpare classic l majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all el ments are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimiza ion pr blem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP de ote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us cons der following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, th vertex set (4.3) has been char terized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple av rage, also no weighted average as in the c se of principal majorization
4
For two P -monoto e fu cti s and g d ﬁned on P , f is P -majoriz d by g if

i∈I
f(i)

i∈I
g(j) f r ach ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
ith equality wh n I = P . We t wr t f P g. We should poi t ou that f P g,
provid d t a th r xists per utations π nd π of , uch tha fπ P gπ , h r fπ is the
c positi f ◦ π.
The r 4.1 ([1]): s u e that , g : → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (clas ical
m jorization) h l . H weve , the conv rse does n t h ld in gen ral.
Example . : following ﬁgure hows an example with po et P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. A d th v lues f f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It i cl r that all f , f  and g ar o otone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0 Ther ore, f  P g. Since f 
is a per utation of , we also hav f P g. By bove theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Has e diagram of P , and cor esponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive unders andi g of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = 1, 1 , g = 2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, comp re clas ical m jorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomp rable, th n P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we sh w OWA optimization problem related to m jorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP den te the set f P -mo otone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set f P -monotone vectors hat are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
N , let us cons der following optimization problems.
ma
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, th vertex se (4.3) has be n c aracterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple aver g , also no weig ted average as n the case f principal majorization
4
, but
F r wo P -m t u c s f and g eﬁn d P , f i P -majorized by g if
i∈I
f(i

i∈I
g(j) for e ch i eal I in ( ,≤P ) (4.2)
wit equality whe I = P W the wr e f P g. We sh l point out that f P g,
pr vided tha th e exi s per utations nd  of P , such that fπ P gπ re fπ is the
comp iti f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R s tisfy P g. The f  g (classical
m j rizati n) h lds. However, the co verse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgur shows a example w th poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤ , 1 ≤P 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And th valu s of f f  = fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. I is clear th t ll f , f  a d are onotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 0 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = + 9, in the same way, 10 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 9 + , 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 1 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a per utation f f , w also have f P g. By above theor m, we h ve  g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram f P , and corresponding f P g
T h ve a more comprehensive understanding of P -m jor zation, simple example is
given in [1]. If P co sists two inco para le elements, a d let f (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
g, but f P g/ . Therefore co pare classical ajoriz tion, P -majorization is much
s r g condition. If ll le ents e incomp r bl , th P -majoriz tion force all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now w show OWA o timi i problem relat d t majorization f r pa tially ordered
sets.
L t RnP d n te the se f P -m noto e vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
se f P -m notone vectors th t are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
N w, let us c nsider following o timization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Althoug , he vertex et (4.3) s b en harac er zed in [1], within each b ock, the value
is not simpl verag , also n weighted average i the case of principal majorization
4
. 
Ther fore, compa  clas ical ajo ization, P-majorization i  ch tr g condition. I  a l lem n s re 
incomparable, then P-majorizati n forces a l elements of both functions taking same value. 
We restrict the problem on M(b) because it is convenient when consider the structure of
optimal solution.
The optimization problem is trivial if w is Schur-convex, i.e., wTx ≤ wTy whenever
x  y, b is an optimal solution.
Note also that optimization problem
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x  b (3.5)
can be achieved by greedy algorithm. It is also the result of submodular property ([4]). If
w1 ≥ w2 ≥ · · · ≥ wn, above problems are coincided, the solution is bπ, which is a permu-
tation of b such that b1 ≥ b2 ≥ · · · ≥ bn
G. Dahl ([2]) investigated the extreme points structure of M(b). To avoid some techni-
cals, b is assumed to satisfy b1 > b2 > · · · > bn. Note M(b) is determined by two sets of
inequalities, the majorization inequalities (2.1) and (2.2), ordered inequalities (2.4). The
elements (x1, x2, · · · , xn) of extreme point x is partitioned into some ordered blocks, blocks
are separated when majorization inequalities take equalities. Within each block, ordered
inequalities take equalities, i.e., elements in each block have same value.
The following notation is the weight averaged on a block having indexes from i to j
(1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n) of an extreme point in M(b),
wˆi,j = (1/(j − i+ 1))
j
k=i
wk
j
r=i
br. (3.6)
A dynamic programming is also given (here w are arbitrary weights, i.e., we do not need
that wi ≥ wj whenever i < j):
Dynamic Algorithm for M(b)
1. Let µ0 = 0.
2. For k = 1, 2, · · · , n calculate µk = max{µt−1 + wˆt,k : t = 1, 2, · · · , k}.
µn is the required optimization value. (The above DP is given in [2], we correct some
misprints.)
Note also that if w1 ≤ w2 ≤ · · · ≤ wn, i.e., Schur concave function, only one block, the
optimal solutio is: all c mponents are equal to 1/n
n
j=1 bj.
4. Majorization for partially ordered sets
Recently more g neral partia ordered sets r la ed to ma rization ha been researched
([1]). We ﬁrst give the eﬁnition and review the main results.
Consider a partially set (poset) (P,≤P ) on a set wirh n elements. A linear extension of
P is a linear order ≤L (on P ) such that if i ≤P j then i ≤L j. An ideal of poset (P,≤P )
is a set I ⊆ P such that a ∈ I and b ≤P a implies b ∈ I. And a real-valued function f
deﬁned on P is P -monotone if
(i) ≥ f(j) whenev r i ≤P j. (4.1)
3
For two P -monotone functio s f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if
i∈I
f(i) ≤
i∈I
g(j) for each i al I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with quality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provid d t at there exist p rmutatio s π d π of P , suc that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem .1 ([1]): Ass e that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) hol s. How ver, the converse does not old in general.
Exa ple 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are de ned as in
Fig re 4.1. It is cl ar t at all f , f  g ar monotone. Also f (1) = 0 g(1) = 10,
f ( ) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the s m w y, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
+ 8 + 10 ≤ 10 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + = 10 + 9 + 10 0. Therefore, f  P g. Sinc 
is a permutation of , we also have P g. By abov t orem we ave f   g and f  g.
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Fig r 4.1. T H ss di gr of P , c rr p nding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a imple example is
given in [1]. If P consists t o inco p rable elements, and let = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
 g, but f P g/ . Th refor , comp re classi al maj rizati , P -majorization is uc
st o g co dition. If all el me ts are inc mparable, th n P - aj riz tion forc s ll el ents
of both functions taking same valu .
Now we how OWA optimiz tion proble rel t d to f parti l y ordered
sets.
Let RnP denot th set of P -m not e vect s in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
M(b) = {x ∈ R : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, l us c s der f llowing opt miz tio pro l .
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [ ], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also n weight d av rage as in he case of principal majorization
4
For two P -monoto functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is -maj rized by g if
i∈I
f(i) ≤
i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality hen I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that there exists p rm tations π and π of P , such hat fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Th ore 4.1 ([1]): As ume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (clas ical
maj rization) h lds. Howev r, th co v se does t hold in general.
Ex ple 4. : The f llowing ﬁgure sh ws an example with p s P = {1, 2, 3, 4} a d
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. d the v lues of f f (= π) and g are deﬁne as in
Figur 4.1. It is clear that ll f , f  and g are mono one. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g( ) = 10,
f (1) +  2 = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. T erefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also av f P g. By bove th or m, w have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Has diagram of P , and cor esponding f P
T have or co pr hensiv un rsta ing f P -majorization, a s mple example is
given i [1]. If P c sists two comparable ele en , and le f = (1, 1), g = (2 0). Th n
f  g, but f P g/ . There or , compa cl ical jo ization, P -maj izati much
tr g condition. If all le ents ar i c parable, th P -m jorization forces al l ments
of both f nct ons tak g s v lue.
Now we sh w OWA opti ization problem elated to majorization for partial y rdered
sets.
Let RnP d note the set of P -monoto e vecto s n R
n and = (b1, 2, · · · n) ∈ RnP , the
set of P - onotone vec ors tha are P -m joriz ted by b is [1],
M(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x  b}. (4.3)
Now, l t us c sid r lowing o tim prob ems.
ax
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Al hough, the vertex s (4.3) has be cha ct iz d in [1], wi hin each block, the valu
is not imple av rage, also o weighted av rag s in the case of pri cipal majorization
4
Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of , and corresponding
For two P - onotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equ lity hen I = . We th n wr te f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided hat there exists permutations π and π of P , such t at π P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
The em 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. The f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the converse d es not ho d in ge er l.
Exa le 4.1: The foll wing ﬁgure shows n e a ple with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤ 3, 2 ≤ 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) nd g are deﬁned as i
Figur 4.1. It cl ar th all f , f  and g monot ne. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in th same wa , 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a p rmu ation of f , we al o have f P g. By above theorem, we h ve f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The H sse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -maj rization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists t o incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong co dition. If all elements are i co parable, then P - ajorization forces all elements
of oth functions t kin same value.
Now we show OWA optimization proble related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P - ajorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the verte set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
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Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered sets.
Let 
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that there exists permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 10, 10 + 8 + 10 + 1 = 10 + 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theorem, we have f   g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
L RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider following optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
 note the set of P-monotone vectors in 
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
f(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for each ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that there exists permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are eﬁned as i
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set of P -monotone vectors that a e P -majorizated by b is [1],
P (b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider f l owing ptimization problems.
max
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j=1
wj j s. t. x ∈ P (b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not simple average, lso no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization
4
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P-mon t  ectors that re P-majorizated by b is ([1]),
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No , let us consider following optimization pr le s.
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Although, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value is not 
simple average, also no weighted average as in the case of principal majorization ideal. Therefore for 
general problem (4.4), developing an efficient algorithm seems difficulty.
As mentioned above, if all elements of P are incomparable, PM(b) reduced to one point. Therefore, 
the structure of P plays one key point on the complexity of (4.4).
The property of 
ideal. Therefore for general problem (4.4), developing an eﬃcient algorithm seems diﬃ-
culty.
As mentioned above, if all elements of P are incomparable, PM(b) reduced to one point.
Therefore, the structure of P plays one key point on the complexity of (3.4).
The property of w also aﬀects the complexity of problem. If w is Schur-convex, by
Theorem 4.1, b is the optimal solution.
What exactly Schur-convex function means in partially ordered set, the diﬀerence be-
tween w ∈ PM(b) and P -monotone w. What exactly permutation or symmetry means
here, or at what condition, problem (4.4) coincides with problems (3.3) and (3.4). Of
course, generally, the value of (3.4) is larger than (4.4).
5. General ordered weighted problems
As mentioned in Introduction, values in problems titled with OWA vary without symmetry.
Paper [3] begins an example as follows.
Example 5.1: Consider
Q = {x ∈ {0, 1}3 : x1 + x2 + x3 = 2}, C =


1 4 1
1 1 3
5 1 2

 and ω = (1 2 4).
Let y = Cx, and π be a permutation such that y1 ≥ · · · ≥ yn with an appropriate index n.
Here w is parameter of objective function for ordered values. Table 5.1 illustrates for each
feasible x ∈ Q, the corresponding y, yπ and the values of OWA = ωyπ.
Table 5.1: Solutions x, values y = Cx, sorted values yπ and ωyπ
x y yπ ωyπ = OWA(C,ω)(x)
(1 1 0) (5 2 6) (6 5 2) 24
(1 0 1) (2 4 7) (7 4 2) 23
(0 1 1) (5 4 3) (5 4 3) 25
The OWA optimization Problem (OWAP) is
OWAP : min
x∈Q
OWA(C,ω)(x) = min
x∈Q
ω(Cx)π. (5.1)
The above OWAP is an integral programing problem, and it has been shown that its
complexity is NP -hard in general ([3]). The OWAP related to OM problem is also given in
([3]). OWAP and OM has applications in allocation and other ﬁelds ([3]). Note in Example
5.1, y is not symmetric with permutation of elements x.
A well known result in majorization is Px  x if P is double stochastic matrix, i.e., all
elements are non-negative and the summation of each row and column is equal to 1. What
happens if C of OWAP is double stochastic matrix will be our next works.
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ideal. Therefor for general probl m ( .4) developing an eﬃcient algorithm s e s diﬃ-
culty.
As mentioned above, if all ele ents of P r incomparable, PM(b) reduced to one p int.
Therefor , the structu of P plays one key point on the complexity of (3.4).
The property of w also aﬀe ts the complexity of proble . If w is Schur-c nvex, by
Theorem 4.1, b is the optim l solution.
What xactly Schu -convex function m ans in partially ordered set, th diﬀe enc be-
tw en ∈ PM(b) and P -mo otone w. What ex ctly permuta io or symmetry means
here, or at what conditi , problem (4.4) coincides with problems (3.3) and (3.4). Of
course, gen rally, the value of (3.4) is larger than (4.4).
5. General o dered w ight d problems
As mentioned in Introduction, values in problems titled with OWA vary without symmetry.
Paper [3] begins an ex mple as follows.
Example 5.1: Consider
Q = {x ∈ 0, 1}3 : x1 + x2 x3 = 2}, C =


1 4 1
1 1 3
5 1 2

 and ω = (1 2 4).
Let y = Cx, and π b a p rmutat su h that y1 ≥ · yn with an propriate index .
Here w is parameter of objective function for ordered values. Table 5.1 illustrate for each
feasibl x ∈ Q, the co r sponding y, yπ and the values of OWA = ωyπ.
Table 5.1: Solutions x, values y = Cx, sorted values yπ and ωyπ
x y yπ ωyπ = OWA(C,ω)(x)
( 1 0) (5 2 6) ( 5 2) 4
(1 0 1) (2 4 7) ( 4 2) 3
(0 1 1) (5 4 3) ( 4 3) 25
The OWA optimization Pr blem (OWAP) is
OWAP : min
x∈Q
OWA(C,ω)(x) = min
x∈Q
ω(Cx)π. (5.1)
The above O AP is an integr l rograming roblem, a d it as b e shown that i s
complexity is NP -hard in ge eral ([3]). The OWAP rela ed o OM problem is also given in
([3]). OWAP and OM has a plications in llocation nd other ﬁelds ([3]). Note in Example
5.1, y is not ymmetric with permutation of lements x.
A well known result in majoriz tion is x  x if P is double stochasti at ix, i. ., all
elements are non-negative nd the summation of each row and column is equal to 1. What
ha pens if C of OWAP is double stochasti matrix will be our next works.
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ideal. Therefore for general problem (4.4), developing an eﬃcient algorithm seems diﬃ-
culty.
As mentioned above, if all elements of P are incomparable, PM(b) reduced to one point.
Therefore, the structure of P plays o e key point the complexity of (3.4).
The property of w also aﬀects the complexity of problem. If w is Schur-convex, by
Theorem 4.1, b is the optimal solution.
What exactly Schur-convex functi n means in partially ordered set, the diﬀ rence be-
tween w ∈ PM(b) and P -monotone w. What e actly p rmutation or symm tr m ans
here, or at what condition, problem (4.4) coincides with problems (3.3) and (3. ). Of
course, generally, the value of (3.4) is larger than (4.4 .
5. General ordered weighted problems
As mentioned in Introduction, values in problems titled with vary without symmetry.
Paper [3] begins an example as follows.
Example 5.1: Consider
Q = {x ∈ {0, 1}3 : x1 + x2 + x3 = 2}, C =


1 4 1
1 1 3
5 1 2

 and ω = (1 2 4).
Let y = Cx, and π be a permutation such that y1 ≥ · · · ≥ yn with an appropriate index n.
Here w is parameter of objective function for ordered values. Table 5.1 illustrates for each
feasible x ∈ Q, the corresponding y, yπ and the values of OWA = ωyπ.
Table 5.1: Solutions x, values y = Cx, sorted values yπ and ωyπ
x y yπ ωyπ = OWA(C,ω)(x)
(1 1 0) (5 2 6) (6 5 2) 24
(1 0 1) (2 4 7) (7 4 2) 23
(0 1 1) (5 4 3) (5 4 3) 25
The OWA optimization Problem (OWAP) is
OWAP : min
x∈Q
OWA(C,ω)(x) = min
x∈Q
ω(Cx)π. (5.1)
The above OWAP is an integral programing problem, and it has been shown that its
complexity is NP -hard in general ([3]). The OWAP related to OM problem is also given in
([3]). OWAP and OM has applications in allocation and other ﬁelds ([3]). Note in Example
5.1, y is not symmetric with permutation of elements x.
A well known result in majorization is Px  x if P is double stochastic matrix, i.e., all
elements are non-negative and the summation of each row and column is equal to 1. What
happens if C of OWAP is double stochastic matrix will be our next works.
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Ge eral ordered weighted problems
As mentioned in Intr duction, values in problems titled with OWA vary without symmetry.
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Example 5.1: Consid
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x y yπ ωyπ = OWA(C,ω)(x)
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OWAP : min
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x∈Q
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T e above OWAP i an integral p ogra ing problem, and it ha b en shown that its
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ref re, the structure of P plays ne key poin on th compl xity of (3.4).
The proper y of w also aﬀects the co plexity f problem. If w i Schur-co vex, by
Theorem 4.1, is the pt mal solution.
What exactly Schur- onvex f nction mea s in partially orde ed set, th diﬀerence be-
tween w ∈ PM(b) and P -monotone w. What xactly ermutation or symmetry means
here, or at what conditi n, problem (4.4) coincides with problems (3.3) and (3.4). Of
course, generally, th value of (3.4) is larger han (4.4).
5. Gen ral ord r weight proble s
As mentioned i I r duction, values in prob ems titled with OWA vary without s mmetry.
Paper [3] begins an example as follows.
Example 5.1: Consider
Q = {x ∈ {0, 1}3 : x1 + x2 + x3 = 2}, C

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
 and ω = (1 2 4).
Let y = Cx, and π be a permutation such that y1 ≥ · · · ≥ n with an appropri te index n.
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x∈Q
OWA(C,ω)(x) = in
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ω(Cx)π. (5.1)
The above OWAP is an int gral programing problem, and it has been sh wn that its
co plex ty is NP -hard in general ([3]). The OWAP relat d o OM problem is als given i
([3]). OWAP and OM has pplications in allocation and ther ﬁelds ([3]). Note in Example
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1  1  0) (5    6) (6  5  2) 24
(1  0  1)   4  7) (7  4  23
  1  1)   4  3) (5  4  25
For two P -monotone functions f and g deﬁned on P , f is P -majorized by g if

i∈I
(i) ≤

i∈I
g(j) for ach ideal I in (P,≤P ) (4.2)
with equality when I = P . We then write f P g. We should point out that f P g,
provided that there exists permutations π and π of P , such that fπ P gπ , here fπ is the
composition f ◦ π.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]): Assume that f, g : P → R satisfy f P g. Then f  g (classical
majorization) holds. However, the converse does not hold in general.
Example 4.1: The following ﬁgure shows an example with poset P = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and
1 ≤P 2, 1 ≤P 3, 2 ≤P 4, 3 ≤P 4. And the values of f f (= fπ) and g are deﬁned as in
Figure 4.1. It is clear that all f , f  and g are monotone. Also f (1) = 10 ≤ g(1) = 10,
f (1) + f (2) = 10 + 8 ≤ g(1) + g(2) = 10 + 9, in the same way, 10 + 10 ≤ 10 + 10,
10 + 8 + 10 ≤ 10 + 9 + 0, 10 + 8 + 1 = 10 9 + 10 + 0. Therefore, f  P g. Since f 
is a permutation of f , we also have f P g. By above theo m, w hav f  g and f  g.
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem related to majorization for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the s t f P -mon t ne vectors i R
n and = (b1, 2, · · · , b ) nP , the
set of P -m otone v ctors th t are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
Now, let us consider foll wing optimization problems.
max
n
j=1
wjxj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
Although, the vertex set ( .3) has been characterized in [1], wit in each block, the value
is not simple average, also no w ighted averag as in the c se of pr ncipal majorizatio
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Figure 4.1. The Hasse diagram of P , and corresponding f P g
To have a more comprehensive understanding of P -majorization, a simple example is
given in [1]. If P consists two incomparable elements, and let f = (1, 1), g = (2, 0). Then
f  g, but f P g/ . Therefore, compare classical majorization, P -majorization is much
strong condition. If all elements are incomparable, then P -majorization forces all elements
of both functions taking same value.
Now we show OWA optimization problem rel ted to majori ation for partially ordered
sets.
Let RnP denote the set of P -monotone vectors in R
n and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) ∈ RnP , the
set of P -monotone vectors that are P -majorizated by b is [1],
PM(b) = {x ∈ RnP : x P b}. (4.3)
, let us consider f llowing pti ation pr blems.
max
n
j=1
w xj s. t. x ∈ PM(b). (4.4)
lthough, the vertex set (4.3) has been characterized in [1], within each block, the value
is not si ple average, also n weighted averag as in the case of prin pal majorization
4
ideal. Therefore for general problem (4.4), developing an eﬃcient algorithm seems diﬃ-
culty.
As m n ioned above, if all elemen s of P are incomparabl , PM(b) reduc d to one poi t.
Ther fore, th structure f P plays ne key o nt n the co plexity of (3.4).
The property of w also aﬀects the complexity of problem. If w is Schur-convex, by
Theorem 4.1, b is t e optimal soluti .
What exactly Schur-convex fu ction means in partially ordered set, the diﬀerenc be-
tw en w ∈ PM(b) and P -monotone w Wh t exactly permutation or symmetry means
he e, or at what condition, problem (4.4) coi cides with problems (3.3) and (3.4). Of
course, generally, the value of (3.4) is larger than (4.4).
5. General ord red weig ted problems
As mentioned in I troduction, va ues in p oblems titled with OWA vary without symmetry.
Paper [3] begins an e ple as follows.
Example 5.1: Consider
Q = {x ∈ {0, 1}3 : x1 + x2 + x3 = 2}, C =


1 4 1
1 1 3
5 1 2

 and ω = (1 2 4).
Let y = Cx, nd π be a permutation such that y ≥ · · · ≥ yn with an appropriate in x n.
Here w is param ter of objective functio for ordered values. Table 5.1 illustrates for each
feasible x ∈ Q, the corresponding y, yπ and the values of OWA = ωyπ.
Table 5.1: Solutions x, values y = Cx, sorted values yπ and ωyπ
x y yπ ωyπ = OWA(C,ω)(x)
(1 1 0) (5 2 6) (6 5 2) 24
(1 0 1) (2 4 7) (7 4 2) 23
(0 1 1) (5 4 3) (5 4 3) 25
The OWA optimization Problem (OWAP) is
OWAP : min
x∈Q
OWA(C,ω)(x) = min
x∈Q
ω(Cx)π. (5.1)
The above OWAP is an integral programing problem, and it has b en hown that its
complexity is NP -hard in gener l ([3]). The OWAP related to OM problem is lso give i
([3]). OWAP and OM has applications i alloca io and other ﬁelds ([3]). N te in Example
5.1, y is not symmetric with permutation of elements x.
A well known r sult in majorization is Px  x if P is double stocha tic trix, i.e., all
elements are non-negative and the summation of each row and c lumn is equal to 1. What
happens if C of OWAP is double stochastic matrix will be our next works.
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here, or at what condition, problem (4.4) coincides with problems (3.3) and (3.4). Of
course, generally, the value of (3.4) is larger than (4.4).
5. General ordered weighted problems
As mentioned in Introduction, values in problems titled with OWA vary without symmetry.
Paper [3] begins an example as follows.
Example 5.1: Consider
Q = {x ∈ {0, 1}3 : x1 + x2 + x3 = 2}, C =


1 4 1
1 1 3
5 1 2

 and ω = (1 2 4).
Let y = Cx, and π be a permutation such that y1 ≥ · ≥ yn with an ap ropriate index n.
Here w is parameter of objective function for ordered values. Table 5.1 illustrates for each
feasible x ∈ Q, the cor esponding y, yπ and the values of OWA = ωyπ.
Table 5.1: Solutions x, values y = Cx, sorted values yπ and ωyπ
x y yπ ωyπ = OWA(C,ω)(x)
(1 1 0) (5 2 6) (6 5 2) 24
(1 0 1) (2 4 7) (7 4 2) 23
(0 1 1) (5 4 3) (5 4 3) 25
The OWA optimization Problem (OWAP) is
OWAP : min
x∈Q
OWA(C,ω)(x) = min
x∈Q
ω(Cx)π. (5.1)
The above OWAP is an integral programing problem, and it has be n shown that its
complexity is NP -hard in general ([3]). The OWAP related to OM problem is also given in
([3]). OWAP and OM has ap lications in allocation and other ﬁelds ([3]). Note in Example
5.1, y is not symmetr c with permutation of elem nts x.
A well known result in majorization is Px  x if P is double stochastic matrix, i.e., all
elements are non-negative and the summation of each row and column is equal to 1. What
hap ens if C of OWAP is double stochastic matrix will be our next works.
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